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Letf(z)=ZF=, ?.Then in p-adic field we prove that for any algebraic numbers 
a, ,..., a, with O<la,/<l (l<i<n), f(al) ,..., f(a,) are algebraically independent 
over Q if and only if a,/a, is not a root of unity for i# j. In the complex field we 
prove the above result only when n = 2, making use of the p-adic field. c 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to show the usefulness of the p-adic method in 
the study of the algebraic independence of certain power series of algebraic 
numbers. Let f(t) = Cp= 0 ukzek be a power series with algebraic coefftcients 
uk ~0, the convergence radius R > 0 and increasing integers ek satisfying 
the condition 
lim (ek + log M, + log Ak) Sk/ek + , = 0, (1) k-m 
where A, =maxgGiGk la,l, Mk is a positive integer such that Mkai 
(0 < i < k) are algebraic integers and Sk is the degree of Q(a,,..., uk) over Q. 
Then Cijsouw and Tijdeman [2] proved the transcendence of the number 
f(cr) for any algebraic CI with 0 < /aI < R. Recently Bundschuh and 
Wylegala [l] showed that the numbers f(cr,),...,f(or,) are algebraically 
independent for any algebraic c(i ,..., CI, with 0 < /cl1 1 < . . . < Ic1,,1 < R. 
In Section 2, we will prove that in the p-adic field, f(cr, ),..., f(cr,) are 
algebraically independent for any algebraic c(, ,..., a, with 0 < /ai1 < R, 
provided u,/uj is not a root of unity for i #j and 0 is a limit point of 
{ek)kaO in Z,. In Section 3, using the p-adic field we will show that in the 
complex field Ckm,O a’;! and Ckm,O LX:! are algebraically independent for any 
algebraic a r, t12 with 0 < lclil < 1 and al/q not a root of 1. In Section 4, we 
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will study power series f(z) = X2= ,, akzk with algebraic coefficients uk # 0, 
satisfying a suitable condition. We will prove that if algebraic ai,..., a, are 
distinct then f(a,),..., f(cr,) are algebraically independent whether the field 
is Archimedean or not. 
Let p be co or a prime number. By C, we denote the complex number 
field or the completion of the algebraic closure of the p-adic number field 
QP according to whether p is co or a prime number. We denote the 
absolute value of C, by I*JP. For a power series f(z) with algebraic coef- 
ficients and an algebraic number CI, f(c~), denotes the value of f(z) at CI in 
C, if it converges. For an algebraic number a, we denote by m the 
maximum of the absolute values of the conjugates of c( and by den(a) the 
smallest positive rational integer d such that da is an algebraic integer. Let 
f(z) = c,“= 0 akzek be a power series with algebraic coefficients ak # 0 and 
the convergence radius R, in C,. We put Ak = maxO G iG k m, Sk = 
lIQ(a,,..., uk): Q], the degree of Q(u,,..., ak) over Q. Further Mk Will denote 
the least positive integer such that M,a,(O < i 6 k) are algebraic integers. 
THEOREM 1. Let p be a prime number. Assume that 
cek + loi? Mk + log Ak) Sk = o 
k!t logluk+llp+ek+Ilogr ’ 
(2) 
for any positive r< R, and 0 is a limit point of {ek}k20. Let al,..., CC,, be 
algebraic numbers with O< lailr< R,, and N~/CC~ be not a root of unity for 
i # j. Then f (‘)(ai)P (16 i Q n, 0 Q I) are algebraically independent over Q, 
where f ‘t’(z) denotes the Ith derivative of f(z). 
Remark. If f(z) satisfies the condition (1) in Section 1, then f(z) 
satisfies the condition (2) in Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. suppose that p is a prime number, the uk are rational 
integers, lim, _ m ek/ek+l =O, and 0 is u limit point Of {ek)k20 in z,. Let 
x1, . . . . a, be algebraic numbers with 0 < lclil,, < R,, and cli/aj be not a root of 
unity for i # j. Then f (t’(cli)r (1 < if n, 0 < 1) are algebraically independent 
over Q. 
EXAMPLE. Let p be a prime number, f(z) = Cp=O zk!, and Ed,..., CI, be 
algebraic numbers with 0 < lcqlP < 1. Then f(‘)(tli)p (1 < iQ n, 0 < 1) are 
algebraically independent if and only if L-X,/CY~ is not a root of unity for i# j. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that the condition (2) in the Theorem 1 is satisfied 
and LX, ..., c(, be algebraic numbers with 0 < Jc(~[~ < R,. Further, suppose 
f(')(ai)q (1 <i<n, 0 d 1) converge and are algebraically independent over Q 
in some field C,. Then f “‘(c(,)p ( 1 d i ,< n, 0 6 I) are algebraically independent 
over Q. 
EXAMPLE. Let f(z) = CpCO (2/3)lk + ‘)!zk!, and a, ,..., a, be algebraic 
numbers with cq# 0. Taking p = co, q = 2 in Theorem 2, we obtain that 
f (‘)(xi)m (1 6 i 6 n, 0 6 I) are algebraically independent if and only if a,/~, is 
not a root of unity for i # j. 
In what follows, c,, cz,..., denote positive constants depending only on 
f(z) and 01i,..., tl,. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 2 > 4 be arbitrary, take and fix r such that 
Icr,(,<r<R, for any i. Attending to lim,,, (loglak+,l,+e,+, 
logr)= -03, 
log Iak+,l,+ek+, log r d -4e, + log Mk + log Ak) Sk, 
if k is sufficiently large. Therefore for sufficiently large k 
ek+l (e k+l-l)“‘(ek+l-~+l)lak+IIPl~;l~” 
d e ~ itea + log Mlr + log Ak ).Sk 
and so for sufficiently large m, 
f ek(ek-l)‘.‘(ek-/+ l)akaf 
k=m+l P 
‘cc 
d 1 e 
~i((L’m+logMm+logA,)S,+k m--l; 
k=m+l 
~C,e~“““+l”gM,+JogA,)S, (3) 
We prove the theorem by induction on n. If n = 0, then the theorem is true. 
We suppose n > 0 and f (“(cli)p (1 < i < n, 0 6 1< L) are algebraically depen- 
dent over Q. Put 
Then there is a polynomial FE Z[ Y,,, Y, ,,..., Y,,] such that F(E) = 0. We 
may assume F has the least total degree among them. By the assumption of 
induction, for any i, there exists a number I such that dF/a Y, # 0, and so 
aF/ay,(q fo. put 
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u(i, l,m)= f e (e 
k=O k k-1} 
-.-(ek-f+ l)akapk 
and 
U, = (u( 1, 0, m), u( 1, 1, m) ,..., u(n, L, m)). 
Then lim, j x, U, = E and 
F(u,~)=F(u~)-F(~)= 1 ~a’-“F(E)(um-Z)J, 
,J, 2, J! ay” 
where 
I.4 = c c jil, 
i= 1 /=o 
J! = fi fi jil!, 
i= If=0 
$ = ;ij ,fio &y 
I 
and 
Then by (3) we have 
IF(Um)lp~~C2e-;.(cm+logM,+logAm)S”, (4) 
if m is sufficiently large. On the other hand, 
Suppose that there are infinitely many m with F( U,) # 0. To F(U,,,) we 
apply the fundamental inequality: For any algebraic c( #O, log lalp & 
--[Q(E): Q]{log 13 +Iogd(ol)). If m is sufficiently large and F(U,)fO, 
then by (4) and (5), we have 
-Ate, + log A4, + log A,) S, 2 -cg(e,, flog M, + log A,) S,n, 
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and so 2 < cs. Since 2 is any positive number greater than 4, we have a 
contradiction. Hence there exists A4 such that F( U,) = 0 for any m 3 44. 
We may assume 
Ic(llp= ..’ = la,lp> Icll+,lp3 ... > Iqlp. 
We put flj = c(JcI,, i= l,..., t. Since Ifiilp= 1, we can put fii= iiyi, where 
Jyi- 11, < 1 and ii is a root of unity. Since y,/y, is not a root of unity for 
i Zj, log, y1 ,..., log, Y, are distinct to each other, where log,(.) denotes the 
p-adic logaritmic function. Fix a positive integer N such that 1;” = 1 for any 
i. By the assumption, we can take a subsequence { e,(,, , } h a 0 of { ek 1\ k 2 0 and 
a rational integer w such that lim, _ aj em,h, = 0 in C, and emch, = w mod N 
for any h. If m(h) > M, then 
= ,JiC 1 4k J) (say). 
> 
Put 
S,(h)= 1 m J), IJI >2 
f&(h) = c BP, J), 
IJI = I and],,= 1 for I > 1 
S,(h) = c B(h, J). 
1 JI = 1 and J,, = 1 for I < I 
Then by the fact lim, _ X (dlJIF/aYJ) ( Umt,,) = (dlJiF/dYJ) (Z), we have 
IS,(h)l, d ch,&m~h~l$ 
(6) 
Define 
T(X)= - i i F(~)X.qL[+ l)~pp”P” 
j-1 ,=oayi, 
= ,%, QJk, 
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where Qk E C,. Since all of (aF/a Yir) (E) (16 i d t, 0 6 I< L) are not zero, 
there is a nonnegative integer v such that Q, # 0. Let o be the least among 
such integers. Then 
for sufficiently large h. On the other hand 
S,(h)/a,(h) Lx;+) 
and so 
(8) 
if h is sufficiently large. By (7) and (8) we have 
since lem(hjl; > e;&,. By the fact S,(h) + S,(h) + S,(h) = 0, (6) and (9), we 
have 
The facts 
lim I(cI,+ ,/f~~)~m’~ll~ e;(,,=O 
h-m 
and 
imply cl4 < 0. This contradicts that c14 is a positive constant. Thus we have 
proved the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Define E, F, and U, as the proof of Theorem 1. 
Then we see F( U,,,) = 0 for any m > M by the same way as the proof of 
Theorem 1. As m + co in C,, we get 
This is a contradiction to our assumption, and the theorem is proved. 
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3 
Let f(z) = Cr= 0 zk!. In general, we can not deduce the algebraic indepen- 
dence off(cr,),,..., f(cr,), for algebraic numbers x1 ,..., X, from Theorem 2. 
But if n = 2, we can prove: 
THEOREM 3. Let CI,, CC* be algebraic numbers with 0 < 11~~1~ < 1, i = I, 2. 
Then f (a,), and f (uz) ~ are algebraically independent over Q if and only ij 
a,/a, is not a root of unity. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Put f(aj)x = [,, i= 1,2. Suppose that 5, and t2 
are algebraically dependent over Q. Then there exists a polynomial 
FE~[x,, x2] such that F(<,, t2)=0. We may assume F has the least total 
degree among them. Therefore F(x, , x?) is absolutely irreducible and 
(8F/8Xi) (tI, c2)#0, i= 1, 2. Set 
u(i, m) = f ccfi!. 
k=O 
By the same way as the proof of Theorem 1, we have 
Ft41, ml, G’, m)) =O 
for any m B M. Fix a prime number p such that la,jp = [azIp = 1. Multiply- 
ing a power root of 1 to a, if necessary, we may assume la, - 1 Ip < 1, 
i= 1, 2. Since Ju(i, m)lp< 1 for any m, we can take a subsequence 
{m(h)}h,o of {m),,, such that {4i,m(h))},., converges to 5i (say), 
i = 1, 2, in C,. If m(h) >, M, then for any positive integer n, 
F(u(l,m(h)+n), 24(2,m(h)+n))=O, 
where 
u(i, m(h) + n) = u(i, m(h)) + af.m(h)+‘)! + ... + ajm(h)+n)! 
Tending h to co, we obtain 
F(5; +n, 5;+n)=O. 
Hence the algebraic curve V: F(x,, .x2) = 0 contains the line V’: x1 -x2 = 
4’, - <;. Since F is absolutely irreducible, V= I” and so 
F(x,,?c,)=ax,+bx,+c (say). 
Then for any m k M 
O=F(u(l,m),u(2,m))-F(u(l,m+l),u(2,m+l)) 
= aal;! + bar!. 
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This contradicts that CI,/C(~ is not a root of unity, and therefore the theorem 
is proved.’ 
4 
Let f(z) = CrZO akzk be a power series with coefficients ak # 0 and con- 
vergence radius R, in C,. We define Sk, Ak and &fk as same as SeCtiOn 2. 
THEOREM 4. Assume 
lim (k + 1% M/c + 1% Ak) Sk = o, 
k-m l”!dak+ IiB 
(10) 
Let cc, ,..., ~1, be algebraic numbers with 0 < Jail,, < R, and distinct to each 
other. Then f (‘)(ai)p (1 < id n, 0 < 1) are algebraically independent over Q. 
EXAMPLE. Let a be an algebraic number with 0 < Ialp < 1 and f(z) = 
Ckm_O uk!zk. Then for any nonzero algebraic numbers which are distinct to 
each other, f(‘)(ai),, (1 < i < n, 0 < 1) are algebraically independent over Q. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Define E, F, and U,,, as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
By the assumption (lo), we know the condition (2) in Section 2 is satisfied 
with ek = k and so F( U,) = 0 for any m 3 M. We may assume 
Iallp= bzlp= ... = Ia,lp> Iar+llp2 ... > lanlp. 
If m > M, then 
O=F(U,,-,)-F(U,,J 
x f i (m(m- l)...(m-I+ l)u,am}h’ 
i=l I=0 
= J 1 W4 4 (say). 
P 
’ D. Masser pointed out that he had another proof of Theorem 3 not depending on p-adic 
method and W. Adams (J. Pure Appl. Algebra 13 (1978), 4147) had introduced at first p-adic 
considerations. 
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h(m) = c B(m, J), 
IJI=landJ,/=lfori>r 
Sdm) = c B(m, J). 
Then we have 
ISl(m 6 c15m2%,~);ll~~ 
lS2(m)l, < c16mLlamaT+ lip. 
(11) 
First, we consider the case p = co. We use TurBn’s theorem. 
THEOREM (Tur6n [4, p. 531). If bl,..., b, are any complex numbers and 
PI,..., /I, are nonzero complex numbers which are distinct to each other, then 
for any nonnegative integer m, 
IblP?+ + ... +btfiy+l‘l 
l::x,, Ib,J IPIIM+-“+ ... + lbll Iflrlm+“BC17r 
where c17 is a positive constant depending only on PI,..., fl,. 
Put pi = CL&, for i = l,..., t. Then 
S,(m)/a,ccy= - i 2 ~(V,)m(m-l)...(m-l+l)P:“. 
i=l/=o Ii/ 
Define 
L’=max 1 g(S)fOforsomei$t. , 
iI . II I 
T,(m)= - i aF -((v,)m(m-l)...(rn-L’+l)/?;, 
,= , aYi,, 
T,(m)= - i ‘CIF(U,)m(m-l)...(m-I+l)Br, 
;=, ,=o a-h, 
T,(m)= - i 4, aF(U,)m(m-l)~~-(m-I+l)~~, 
j= 1 [=L.+, c?vil 
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and 
f 8F 
Tfw Yb= - c -(&)rn(rn-l)...(rn-L’+1)B~+-1’. 
i= 1 aYiL' 
Then we have 
&(m)/%p;n = T,(m) + T*(m) + TAmI, 
lT,(m+yl-nw Y)l, 
i 
j Cm + log M, + log Am 1% 6 c18e- if L'=O, 
6 c18e- >(m+logM,+logA,lS,+ c,gmL’-. 1 if L'>O, 
lT2(m+y)l, ;y *L’-i 
i 
if L'=O, 
A 20 if L'> 0, 
and 
By Turin’s theorem, 
max I T(m, y)l K, 3 c22mL’, 141.Cf 
and so 
Therefore for infinitely many m, 
By the fact S,(m) + Sz(m) + s,(m) = 0, (11) and (121, we have 
cMmL’l%qlm G c,5~2Ll~m~‘1’l~ + w+l%~~+ ,lr,, 
for infiniteiy many IM. Hence cz4 < 0 and this is a contradiction. 
Second, we consider the case p # CCI. Let /?,=Q&~ for i= I,..,, t. Then pj 
a p-adic unit and pi = ciyi, where ii is a root of unity and jyi - 1 jp < 1. Take 
a positive number N such that <r = 1 for any i and 1 NI, is suficientiy small. 
Put 
I L dF 
msh)= -<c, ,z&'"' 
x(g+hN)~~~(g+hN-I+i)i~~~ehN’og~Yi, 
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whereO~gdN-landh~O.ThenatleastoneofT(g,h)(O6gdN-l) 
is not identically zero with respect to h, since the ii?, are distinct to each 
other and one of the (8F/8yjl)(E) 1s not zero. Let T(g, h) be one of these. 
Then for some nonnegative integer u 
if lhl, is sufficiently small. On the other hand 
S,(m)/a,~;l= - i: i g (U,) 
,=1,=0 3ic 
xm...(m-/+ l)Qyp’%~l, 
and 
I S3(m)lam ~1 - T(g, h)l,bc2dp am + log M, + log A,)& 
where m = g + hN and (h I p is sufficiently small. Therefore 
(13) 
if IhI, is sufficiently small. By ( 11) and ( 13 ), we have cl6 < 0 and this is a 
contradiction. Hence the theorem is proved. 
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